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Abstract 

This paper is about the workflow for construction and dissemination of FOLK (Forschungs- 

und Lehrkorpus Gesprochenes Deutsch – Research and Teaching Corpus of Spoken Ger-

man), a large corpus of authentic spoken interaction data, recorded on audio and video. 

Section 2 describes in detail the tools used in the individual steps of transcription, anony-

mization, orthographic normalization, lemmatization and POS tagging of the data, as well as

some utilities used for corpus management. Section 3 deals with the DGD (Datenbank für

Gesprochenes Deutsch - Database of Spoken German) as a tool for distributing completed 

data sets and making them available for qualitative and quantitative analysis. In section 4, 

some plans for further development are sketched. 

1 Introduction 

FOLK, the Forschungs- und Lehrkorpus Gesprochenes Deutsch (Research and Teaching 

Corpus of Spoken German) is being constructed in the program area “Oral Corpora” of the 

Institute for the German Language (IDS). Recognizing the lack of a larger, publicly availa-

ble digital resource for studying spoken German in interaction (Deppermann/Hartung 2010), 

FOLK was started in 2009 as a long-term project to compile a diverse and systematic collec-

tion of audio and video recordings of spontaneous, authentic interactions across the whole 

spectrum of verbal interaction in German society.  

FOLK is growing steadily, both in terms of quantity and variety of transcribed interac-

tions. In its latest version (April 2016), the corpus comprises 219 interactions corresponding 

to 169 hours of audio and video recordings and 1.6 million transcribed word tokens. As

testified by close to 6000 registrations (January 2017) for the Database of Spoken German 

(DGD, Schmidt 2014) through which FOLK is distributed and in which it is by far the most

used corpus (Fandrych et al. 2016), the research community shows great interest in this 

resource. 

To maximize (re)usability of the data, FOLK follows (and partly helps to define) current 

best practices in the handling and processing of data with respect to technological, methodo-

logical and legal issues (see also Schmidt 2016). In this paper, I am going to concentrate on 

the technological instruments, more specifically the software tools, which are used in the 

different steps of the corpus construction and dissemination workflow. Since FOLK is a 

spoken language corpus, the individual tools that make up this workflow differ fundamental-

ly from the tools used in the compilation of written language corpora. Most importantly, the 

“primary” data of FOLK cannot be acquired automatically: recording authentic interactions 

requires an appropriate field access which must be negotiated for each individual case, and 

after data from the field have been obtained, project members have to screen and assess, and 
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finally transcribe, them “manually”1. As described in Kupietz/Schmidt (2015), these two 

“bottlenecks” – field access and transcription – still prevent oral corpora from growing to 

the same dimensions as written corpora, and the transcription bottleneck makes up a great 

part of the technological challenges which FOLK faces. 

 

 
Figure 1: FOLK workflow overview 

 

Figure 1 depicts (a simplified version of) the corpus compilation workflow in FOLK from 

the moment of field access to the final step of data publication. As a matter of principle, we 

do not start work on the data until the project coordinator has bindingly confirmed that all 

consent and metadata forms belonging to the recorded interaction are complete and usable. 

Once the data have passed this "gatekeeper" stage, recordings are prepared in the project's 

media studio for transcription. Depending on the recording, this step involves an appropriate 

conversion, cutting, denoising and/or normalization of the audio file as well as a synchroni-

sation of different media files in cases where an interaction has been recorded in more than 

one file. Standard professional ("commercial") audio and video editing software (such as 

Samplitude and Adobe Premiere) is used for these tasks, which shall not be described in 

further detail here. Specialized linguistic tools come into play once an edited recording has 

been distributed to a student assistant for transcription.  

Section 2 of this contribution starts at this stage, describing in detail the tools used in the 

individual steps of transcription, anonymization, orthographic normalization, lemmatization 

and POS tagging of the data, as well as some utilities used for corpus management. Section 

3 then deals with the Database of Spoken German as a tool for distributing completed data 

                                                                 
1 It has been noted (p.c.) that “intellectually” may be the more appropriate term in this 
context, since it is the researcher’s informed involvement with the material (judging 
the authenticity and quality of a recording, taking interpretative decisions in the tran-
scription process, etc.), rather than pure manual labour, that is decisive. I am using the 
word “manual” here because it is the most commonly used antonym to “automatic” 
when speaking about processing methods for language resources. 
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sets and making them available for qualitative and quantitative analysis. In section 4, some 

plans for further development are sketched. 

2 Tools for Corpus Compilation 

 

2.1 Transcription and Anonymization: FOLKER 

 

FOLKER – the FOLK EditoR (see also Schmidt/Schütte 2010) – is based on, and to a great 

part reuses data models and code of, the EXMARaLDA system (Schmidt/Wörner 2014). 

The crucial difference to its “mother system” is that FOLKER is optimized for the particular 

task of transcription in the FOLK project. This means, first, that functionality not required in 

FOLK (such as manual alignment of existing legacy transcripts or free annotation in an 

arbitrary number of dependent tiers) is removed, thus reducing the complexity of the user 

interface, making it quicker and easier to learn for student transcribers and decreasing the 

number of opportunities for making errors in the transcription process. Second, in contrast to 

the EXMARaLDA Partitur-Editor (and similar tools like ELAN or Praat) which always 

presents data in a musical score view, FOLKER offers three different forms of data visuali-

sation, each of which is particularly suitable for a specific step in the workflow. Third, 

FOLKER has direct built-in support for the transcription guideline of the FOLK project, the 

cGAT system. The following sections describe the functionality of FOLKER in more detail. 

 

2.1.1 Transcription 

 

Transcription in FOLK is done according to the guidelines for the cGAT minimal transcript 

(Schmidt et al. 2015). cGAT is based on the GAT2 system (Selting et al. 2009) which can be 

considered one of the most widely established transcription conventions in (German) con-

versation analysis and related fields. A cGAT minimal transcript requires careful transcrip-

tion of individual words in modified orthography (“literarische Umschrift” – literary tran-

scription, sometimes also referred to as “eye dialect”), a precise measurement of silences 

above 0.2s duration and a description of audible non-verbal interaction phenomena (like 

breathing, coughing or laughing). Aiming at a minimization of interpretative decisions in 

transcription, the cGAT minimal transcript does not require the identification of linguistic 

units above the word level (such as intonation phrases), the annotation of prosodic details 

(like primary accent or lengthening of syllables, voice quality, speed and modulation of 

speech) or comments interpreting individual parts of utterances (such as “ironic”).  

The initial transcription according to these guidelines is done in FOLKER’s segment 

view (see figure 2). FOLK transcribers select suitable segments, typically of 2 to 5 seconds 

duration, in the wave form visualisation of the audio recording, and create a time-aligned 

segment of the recording (start and end times in the first and second column) which is as-

signed to a speaker (third column) and for which the actual transcription text can be entered 

(column 4). During transcription, this text is checked for formal compliance with the cGAT 

conventions. If an error is detected (such as the missing closing bracket for the pause in 

segment 26), this is indicated by a red cross (column 5), otherwise a green check mark 
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confirms to the transcriber that the text entered can be parsed according to cGAT. Likewise, 

each segment is checked for “self-overlaps” with other segments, i.e. a red cross would 

indicate (in column 6) whenever the time intervals corresponding to two segments assigned 

to the same speaker overlap. All properties of a segment are freely editable at any time in the 

transcription process: time alignment can be adjusted, speaker assignment corrected, and 

transcription text modified whenever necessary.  

 

 
Figure 2: FOLKER's segment view 

 

Although FOLKER is not meant for video transcription proper – meaning the systematic 

annotation of (non-verbal) behaviour visible in video images – a video file can be loaded 

into the editor in addition to the audio file to facilitate speaker identification and the under-

standing of passages with no or little verbal output (figure 3). 

 

 
 

Figure 3: FOLKER's video panel 
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In cases of simultaneous or overlapping speech (a ubiquitous property of the types of inter-

action included in FOLK), transcribers first create independent segments for each speaker. 

The precise specification of the start and end of an overlap of one speaker’s segment in 

relation to another speaker’s segment can then be carried out by switching to FOLKER’s 

musical score (“Partitur”) view whose two-dimensional layout presents temporal relations in 

a more intuitive way than the segment view (see figure 4).  

 

 
Figure 4: FOLKER's musical score ("Partitur") view 

 

While transcription itself is thus done in the segment and musical score view with transcrib-

ers freely switching between the two as appropriate, a third view is used for intermediate or 

concluding quality checks on the data. In the contribution view (figure 5), consecutive seg-

ments assigned to the same speaker are summarized into the larger unit of a speaker contri-

bution. This visualisation makes it easier to read the transcription as a whole and thus makes 

the correction process more efficient. 

 

 
Figure 5: FOLKER's contribution view 

 

2.1.2 Data format 

 

FOLKER reads and writes an XML data format in which all relevant entities of the tran-

scription – recordings, speakers, timepoints, speaker contributions – are represented as 

elements, and their relationships – speaker assignment, temporal alignment – encoded via 

IDREF/ID pointers. For a transcript which follows in its entirety the conventions for the 

cGAT minimal transcript (i.e. for which a transcriber sees nothing but green check marks in 
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the respective columns of the editor), FOLKER can parse the transcription text, resulting in 

additional markup of word, pause, breathing etc. elements underneath the speaker contribu-

tions. Figure 6 shows the XML corresponding to the transcript excerpt used in the previous 

section. 

 
<speakers> 
    <speaker speaker-id="NO"><name>Norbert</name></speaker> 
    <speaker speaker-id="EL"><name>Elena</name></speaker> 
</speakers> 
 
<recording path="FOLK_E_00039_SE_01_A_01_DF_01.WAV"/> 
 
<timeline> 
    <timepoint timepoint-id="TLI_0" absolute-time="0.0"/> 
    <!-- [...] --> 
    <timepoint timepoint-id="TLI_25" absolute-time="65.555"/> 
    <timepoint timepoint-id="TLI_26" absolute-time="66.915"/> 
    <timepoint timepoint-id="TLI_27" absolute-time="67.195"/> 
    <timepoint timepoint-id="TLI_28" absolute-time="69.44"/> 
    <timepoint timepoint-id="TLI_29" absolute-time="69.83"/> 
    <timepoint timepoint-id="TLI_30" absolute-time="70.4"/> 
    <!-- [...] --> 
</timeline> 
 
<contribution speaker-reference="NO" start-reference="TLI_25" end-reference="TLI_26"> 
    <w>und</w><w>beim</w><w>husten</w><w>bisschen</w> 
    <w>weiter</w><w>zurück</w><w>wa</w> 
</contribution> 
<contribution start-reference="TLI_26" end-reference="TLI_27" parse-level="2"> 
    <pause duration="0.28"/> 
</contribution> 
<contribution speaker-reference="AL" start-reference="TLI_27" end-reference="TLI_30"> 
    <w>ja</w><w>genau</w> 
    <pause duration="micro"/> 
    <w>und</w><w>nicht</w><w>gegen</w><w>den</w> 
    <w>tisch</w><w>ditschen</w><w>irgendwie</w> 
    <time timepoint-reference="TLI_28"/> 
    <breathe type="in" length="1"/> 
    <w>also</w> 
    <time timepoint-reference="TLI_29"/> 
    <w>ich</w><w>hab</w><w>da</w><w>schon</w><w>die</w> 
</contribution> 

Figure 6: FOLKER's XML format 

The FOLKER XML format, in its unparsed as well as in its parsed version, and also with 

additional lemma and POS information for the tokens (see sections 2.2 and 2.3), is isomor-

phic and can be easily transformed to the TEI-based ISO standard "Transcriptions of Spoken 

Language" (ISO/ TC 37/SC 4/WG 6, cf. Schmidt/Hedeland/Jettka 2017), published in Au-

gust 2016. FOLKER as well as OrthoNormal offer export filters, and the DGD enables users 

to download FOLK excerpts in this format (see section 3.3). In future developments, we will 

make sure to maintain interoperability with the ISO standard, and, eventually, rebase the 

whole FOLK workflow on it.   
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2.1.3 Anonymization / Pseudonymization / Masking 

 

Recordings in FOLK are done with informed consent of the speakers wherever this is legally 

required (i.e. almost always). The standard consent form (for audio recordings2) guarantees 

that all information that could lead to direct identification of an individual, in particular the 

mention of individuals’ names, addresses or other specific biographic details, are replaced in 

metadata and transcriptions with suitable pseudonyms and in the recordings with a silence or 

noise. Identifying the places to be masked in the recordings and maintaining a consistent set 

of pseudonyms for use in the transcription is another laborious task requiring adequate tool 

support. In most cases, the best moment to decide on anonymization issues is during the 

transcription process itself, when transcribers carefully listen to the recordings anyway and 

can thus be sure to notice mentions of proper names etc. FOLKER therefore includes a set 

of functions which support transcribers in this task. Whenever an anonymization issue is 

identified, the corresponding part of the recording can be selected and a masking segment 

created which is stored separately from the transcription. In order to ensure consistency in 

the choice of pseudonyms (i.e. to make sure that one and the same name is always replaced 

by one and the same pseudonym), transcribers can create and maintain a table of mappings 

from real names to pseudonyms (see figure 7).  

 

 

Figure 7: Creating a mask segment and managing pseudonyms in FOLKER 

 

Since anonymization is, ultimately, not a decision for which student transcribers can or 

should take full responsibility, completed transcripts and the anonymizations proposed by 

the transcribers are checked by a project coordinator. For this task, FOLKER offers a sum-

mary of all existing masking segments as illustrated in figure 8. 

 

                                                                 
2 The same anonymization principles apply to the sound track of video recordings. 
We do not, however, attempt to anonymize the video image, for instance by blurring 
faces, since this would render the video useless for many analysis purposes. Instead, 
we obtain the speakers’ consent to use the unmasked video image.  
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Figure 8: Overview of masking segments in FOLKER 

 

When all masking segments for a given transcript have been identified and checked in this 

way, FOLKER can insert the required noises into the audio file automatically (figure 9). We 

use a Brownian noise, because, in contrast to a simple silence, this makes clear to the listen-

er that he is dealing with an artefact in the recording, and because, compared to a white 

noise, it is less disagreeable to the ear. Masking information is stored in a separate section of 

the document so that it can be easily removed before publication of the data. We archive this 

information internally in order to be able to quickly identify masked passages later. 

  

 

Figure 9: Automatic masking of an audio file via FOLKER 

 

2.2 Orthographic normalisation: OrthoNormal 

As described above, primary transcription in FOLK is done according to cGAT, meaning 

that all word tokens are written in lower case, and that deviations from standard pronuncia-

tion are modelled by using a modified orthography (e.g. “zwo” as a colloquial pronunciation 

of the number 2 or “haste” as a contracted form of “hast Du”, have you – “dunno” for “don’t 

know” would be an analogous case for English). While this has the advantage of following 

conversation analytic tradition and making spoken language phenomena more readily visible 

in the transcription text, it also has the disadvantage of rendering queries and further auto-

matic processing on this data unreliable. In order to optimize FOLK data for the application 

of corpus linguistic and computational linguistic methods, we therefore add a second anno-

tation layer in which tokens in modified orthography are mapped to a standard orthographic 
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equivalent.3 This is done on a token-by-token basis with the help of the OrthoNormal anno-

tation tool using a set of normalisation guidelines (Schmidt/Winterscheid 2015).  

 

 
Figure 10: Automatic normalisation in OrthoNormal 

When a completed FOLKER transcript is loaded into OrthoNormal, an automatic normalisa-

tion step can be applied to all word tokens (see figure 10). This method proceeds as follows: 
 

1 It looks up each word in a normalisation lexicon in which (manually verified) transcrip-

tion/normalisation pairs of previous normalisations are stored with their frequencies.4 

Whenever a form is encountered that has an entry in this lexicon, the most frequent cor-

responding normalised form is automatically inserted. As an example, see the form 

“hab” in figure 11 which has been correctly normalised to “habe” (have, first person 

singular), but also the form “wa” which has been incorrectly normalised to “wir” (we, 

where “was” – what would have been correct).  

2 It looks up each word in a list of word forms that only occur in upper case in German, 

extracted from the DeReWo list of inflected forms (Institut für Deutsch Sprache 2014) 

which itself is based on the billion words DeReKo corpus of written German 

(Kupietz/Schmidt 2015). If no lexicon entry for a given form has been found in step (1) 

and the form with an upper-case initial is found in the word list, this upper case form is 

inserted as the normalised form. As an example, see the form “tisch” in figure 11 which 

has been correctly normalised to “Tisch” – table. 

                                                                 
3 As a reviewer has duly pointed out, other projects such as Verbmobil have proceed-
ed in the reverse manner, i.e. standard orthography was used in the primary transcrip-
tion and pronunciation deviations added as annotations to the orthographic words. 
Our choice to transcribe in modified orthography is mainly motivated by the fact that 
this is the standard procedure in conversation analysis and therefore more easily rec-
oncilable with existing transcription conventions. Furthermore, FOLK data abound 
with dialectal and other features of spontaneous speech so that the rate of forms 
deviating from standard orthography is rather high (more than 50% of all tokens in 
some cases). A partial automation of the mapping between modified and standard 
forms is therefore important for reasons of efficiency, and it is obviously much easier 
to automatically map modified onto standard forms than the other way around.  
4 This lexicon is updated with each release of FOLK, i.e. it grows by the manually 
verified normalization entries for roughly 300.000 transcribed tokens each year. 
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3 It checks all word forms against a full list of inflected German word forms (again, 

based on DeReWo). If a form is not found in the list, it will be marked as a likely nor-

malisation candidate for the manual normalisation process. As an example, see the 

forms “aufnahmejerät” (=”Aufnahmegerät” – recording device) and “ooch” (=”auch” – 

too – in Berlin dialect), both highlighted in red in the table on the right hand side of 

figure 11. 

 

This simple process leads to recall and precision rates both roughly around 80%, meaning 

that 80% of forms that need to be normalised are detected in that process and that 80% of all 

automatically inserted normalised forms are correct. Since the normalisation layer is abso-

lutely crucial for all further processing steps, the automatically normalised transcripts with 

this error rate are manually checked and corrected by student annotators. The OrthoNormal 

tool makes this step efficient by offering an ergonomic interface optimised for the task. As 

figure 11 illustrates, the interface is divided into three parts: the upper left part displays the 

transcript as a list of contributions with normalised forms added in red. When a contribution 

is selected in this list, the lower left part displays this contribution and makes it available for 

editing. Clicking on any word token in this view will bring up a normalisation dialog in 

which a normalised form can either be freely entered in a text field, or selected from a list of 

candidates extracted from the normalisation lexicon. The right part of the screen, finally, 

displays pairs of transcribed and normalised forms in a table. When ordered alphabetically, 

several transcribed forms can be normalised in one go in this table, and a regular expression 

filter can be used to select specific patterns of transcribed forms (such as: all forms starting 

with a certain prefix).  

 

 
Figure 11: OrthoNormal user interface 
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Figure 12: Normalisation dialog 

 

Although manual normalisation means that a student annotator has to go through the whole 

transcript once more (and the result checked again by a supervisor), this step is by far less 

time-consuming than transcription itself. While we have to calculate with as much as 100 

hours of manual work for the transcription of 1 hour of recording, the same amount of data 

can usually be orthographically normalised in less than 5 hours. The normalised forms are 

stored as @n attributes on the <w> elements of the original transcription (see figure 13).  

 
<contribution speaker-reference="NO" start-reference="TLI_25" end-reference="TLI_26"> 
    <w id="w37">und</w> 
    <w id="w38">beim</w> 
    <w id="w39" n="Husten">husten</w> 
    <w id="w40">bisschen</w> 
    <w id="w41">weiter</w> 
    <w id="w42">zurück</w> 
    <w id="w43" n="was">wa</w> 
</contribution> 

Figure 13: XML of normalised transcript 

 

2.3 Lemmatisation and POS-Tagging 

Once the manually checked normalisation layer is available for a transcript, an automatic 

lemmatization and POS tagging can be carried out on the normalised data. We use TreeTag-

ger (Schmid 1994) via TT4J (Eckart de Castilho, no data) to perform this task.  

Up until the current version of FOLK, the default TreeTagger parameter file for German, 

trained on newspaper text with the Stuttgart-Tübingen-Tagset (STTS), was used to do the 

tagging. The results were acceptable only as a first approximation, because they had an error 

rate of over 10% for POS tags (less than 2% for lemmas), and because the tagset itself was 

underspecified especially for those word classes that are specific to spoken language (such 

as particles and interjections). Westpfahl (2015) therefore developed an extension of STTS 

optimized for the kind of spoken language data found in FOLK. In the FOLK project, a 

100.000 tokens gold standard (Westpfahl/Schmidt 2016) was tagged manually according to 

this STTS extension, again by means of the OrthoNormal tool (in the "tagging" rather than 

the "normalisation" mode, see figure 14). Using this gold standard, a new TreeTagger pa-
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rameter file was trained which can be used for lemmatization and POS tagging of future 

versions of FOLK. Evaluations have shown that an error rate as low as 5% can be attained 

with this improved procedure.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 14: Using OrthoNormal do carry out manual correction on POS tags      

 

Lemmas and POS tags are, again, stored as @lemma and @pos attributes, respectively, on 

the <w> elements of the original transcription (see figure 15).  
 
 <contribution speaker-reference="NO" start-reference="TLI_25" end-reference="TLI_26"> 
    <w id="w39" pos="KON" lemma="und">und</w> 
    <w id="w40" pos="APPRART" lemma="beim">beim</w> 
    <w id="w41" n="Husten" pos="NN" lemma="Husten">husten</w> 
    <w id="w42" pos="ADV" lemma="bißchen">bisschen</w> 
    <w id="w43" pos="ADV" lemma="weiter">weiter</w> 
    <w id="w44" pos="PTKVZ" lemma="zurück">zurück</w> 
    <w id="w45" pos="SEQU" lemma="Wa" n="was">wa</w> 
</contribution> 

Figure 15: XML of lemmatized and POS tagged transcript 

2.4 Metadata 

Metadata capturing salient characteristics of the interactions and speakers involved are 

collected alongside the recordings in the field by means of a project specific paper form. 

Once a recording is approved for inclusion in FOLK and the project coordinator has checked 

that consent and metadata forms for this recording are complete and consistent, metadata are 

transferred to a digital form. This is done with the help of an online interface based on the 

XMLSpy Editor (see figure 16). The interface is aware of the underlying XML schema 

(Gasch et al. 2008) and can thus support the entry process, for instance by providing closed 

vocabulary lists for values of appropriate fields.  
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Figure 16: Web interface for entering metadata 

 

2.5 Data Management 

Because of the large amount of manual work necessary for transcribing and annotating the 

data, the FOLK project continuously employs a team of 10 to 15 student assistants. This, 

and the fact that the acquisition of new recordings cannot be planned centrally, but has to be 

managed individually for each new type of interaction with the respective cooperation part-

ners, lead to a considerable administrational overhead. As the project progresses, we are 

attempting to develop tools not only for transcription and annotation itself, but also for 

supporting the project management in monitoring the workflows.  

1 In order to monitor progress on individual transcription files, FOLKER offers tran-

scribers the possibility to keep a transcription log, a simple list of logging entries with 

information about the time in which a transcript was edited, the name of the person 

who did the editing, and a free text field describing the editing steps carried out (see 

figure 17). When aggregated over a larger number of files, this information can also be 

used to measure transcription ratios.  
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Figure 17: Transcription logs in FOLKER    

2 In order to monitor progress of transcription and normalisation on the corpus as a 

whole, a set of batch scripts has been implemented to produce so-called snapshots of 

the current state of corpus development. A single click will start a process which runs 

through all folders in the project's working directory, calculates measurements for tran-

scription progress (e.g. amount of audio available, amount of audio transcribed, number 

of files normalized, number of metadata entries completed) and generates HTML visu-

alizations for transcript logs and transcription files. For instance, the snapshot depicted 

in figure 18 informs the project coordinator that, out of a total of 38.5 hours of record-

ings, roughly 31.5 hours have been transcribed at least in a first pass, and a little more 

than 13 hours have already entered the normalisation stage. 

 

 
Figure 18: Report on progress in the transcription and annotation process 

3 The workflow schema depicted in figure 1 is oversimplified in one important detail: it 

fails to capture cycles in the workflow that arise from the fact that transcriptions and 
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annotations of oral language data will always contain a portion of genuine errors. Some 

of these errors are discovered (by project members or users of the corpus) only after a 

piece of data has been declared complete and disseminated via the database. Although, 

owing to the different quality control steps in the workflow, this is rare, it is not rare 

enough to be simply ignored. An additional important part of the workflow is therefore 

the management of correction cycles. In order to control these cycles, we manage the 

transcription data (as well as the metadata, for which similar problems can occur) via 

Subversion (SVN) as a version control system and coordinate the yearly extension of 

FOLK with corrections that have in the meantime been applied to the already published 

part.  

 

3. Tools for Corpus Analysis: Database for Spoken German (DGD) 
 

The observation that "[...] a corpus by itself can do nothing at all, being nothing more than a 

store of used language" is no less true for oral corpora than for the written corpora Hunston 

(2002: 20) refers to. Corpus linguists need adequate tools not only for constructing but also 

for analysing corpora. In the case of FOLK, the Database for Spoken German (Datenbank 

für Gesprochenes Deutsch, DGD, http://dgd.ids-mannheim.de) is the principal means of 

making the corpus data available for analysis. The DGD in its present form (versions 2.x – 

following up on the predecessor system described in Fiehler/Wagner 2005), first released in 

2012, acts as a platform not only for disseminating FOLK, but also various other oral corpo-

ra stored at the Archive for Spoken German (AGD).  

The DGD allows for two principal approaches to oral corpus data: 

1 Browsing a corpus, i.e. reading corpus metadata and transcripts and listening to the 

corresponding (aligned) audio is a means of getting acquainted with a corpus, of ex-

ploring individual data sets in a holistic manner and of identifying and analysing in 

depth selected excerpts of transcripts. Related to this is the possibility of downloading 

selected excerpts and further processing them with suitable tools (e.g. for acoustic 

analysis, for additional annotations) on a local machine. The browsing approach is par-

ticularly suited for qualitative paradigms, such as conversation analysis. 

2 Querying a corpus, i.e. searching through the entire data for all instances of a given 

annotation pattern and further manipulating and analysing the results of such searches. 

This is the functionality typically expected from a corpus interface to written language 

data, and it is equally central to the work with oral data. Corpus queries are essential for 

quantitative research paradigms, certain corpus linguistic methods being the most obvi-

ous case in point. 

 

Of course, the real potential of a corpus like FOLK lies in an innovative mixture of these 

two approaches, and, as will be shown in the following sections, the DGD takes great care to 

enable users to effectively combine "semi-automatic" query methods with "manual" ways of 

inspecting the data. 
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3.1 Browsing / Collections  

The browsing mode of the DGD gives access to individual data sets in FOLK. Starting from 

a tabular overview (see figure 19), users can navigate and view metadata on speech events 

and speakers, listen to audio files and read transcripts.  
 

 
Figure 19: Tabular overview of FOLK speech events 

 

Hyperlinks between the representations of the different data types allow for an explora-

tion of the relationships between them. For instance, starting from the metadata for a given 

speaker, the speech event(s) this speaker participates in can be displayed, and from there, a 

link to the corresponding audio file(s) and transcript(s) is available. The transcript, in turn, 

contains links to the speech event and speaker metadata, and clicking on any word in the 

transcript will start playback of the corresponding part of the aligned audio (see figure 20). 

 

 
Figure 20: Display of a transcript with aligned audio (current playback position indicated by the dashed line) 
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The default display shows the transcript text in modified orthography together with non-

speech tokens (pauses etc.) in a line-for-line notation (one contribution per line). Alterna-

tively, FOLK transcripts can be displayed as musical scores (see figure 21), which makes it 

easier to understand the temporal flow of events (especially simultaneous and overlapping 

speech), or in a “normalised” version which displays the text in standard orthography and 

omits all non-speech tokens, making it easier to read for users who are not familiar with the 

specialised transcription forms. 

 

 
Figure 21: Transcript in musical score display 

 

In order to retain relevant and interesting excerpts that are identified in the browsing process, 

users can add them to a collection and store them inside the database (figure 22).  

 

 
Figure 22: A user-generated collection of transcript excerpts 
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3.2 Query 

Queries on DGD data can be carried out in three different manners.  

First, a full text search is a simple way of searching through metadata and transcripts to 

obtain a global impression of the occurrences of a given term. Being realised via Oracle’s 

full text functionality, the full text search is both relatively quick and flexible in so far as it 

does not make advanced assumptions about document structures. It can thus be used on 

different types of XML documents (such as metadata XML and FOLKER’s transcript XML 

as illustrated above) and on plain text or PDF files (these are both file types in which the 

transcripts of some legacy corpora in the DGD are stored).  

Since full text search, however, by definition, gets rid of most of the structure represented 

in XML elements and attributes, it is not suitable to exploit the FOLK data in its full com-

plexity, including the different annotation levels and the links between transcripts and 

metadata. The DGD therefore also offers two types of ‘structured’ searches. 

The structured metadata query is a means of finding speech events or speakers with 

certain properties. For instance, a structured metadata search could be used on FOLK to find 

all instances of interactions with male participants older than 30 years from Northern Ger-

many (as in figure 23). The result of such a query is a list of matching speech events, possi-

bly combined with a list of matching speakers. The list can be saved as a virtual corpus and 

used as a basis for structured token searches. 

 

 
Figure 23: Metadata query on FOLK resulting in a virtual corpus 

 

The structured token query, finally, is the core component of the DGD. Its base function-

ality is to allow the user to specify one or more properties of a token, such as its transcribed 

or orthographic form, its lemma and/or its part of speech, and to display as a KWIC con-
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cordance all the matching tokens in the selected corpus or corpora (see figure 24). Properties 

can be specified as plain strings or as string patterns in the form of regular expressions. 

 

 
Figure 24: Token Query for lemmas ‚haben’ or ‘sein’ as finite auxiliaries (POS=VAFIN) 

A query will thus always start with a concordance for a single class of tokens. Additional 

functionality allows the user to further explore and refine this result.  

The refinement can be done manually by inspecting individual search results. Audio 

playback for the corresponding part of the recordings is available directly from the KWIC 

concordance. For each line of the concordance, metadata about the corresponding speech 

event and speaker can be displayed. To explore the interaction context of the matching token, 

the corresponding transcript excerpt can be folded out underneath the KWIC line (see figure 

25). In that way, automated query can be combined with detailed qualitative analyses. By 

deselecting individual lines of the concordance, users have the possibility to clean the result 

from false positives identified in that process. 
 

 
Figure 25: KWIC with deselected lines (1,2 and 4) and transcript folded out (line 5) 
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It is also possible to use additional filters on a search result. Via the ‘Context’ tab, the prop-

erties of further tokens in the context of the matching token can be specified. ‘Context’ here 

can be limited to single contributions (the default case), to all contributions of the respective 

speaker or to the entire transcript. The context window can be specified as left, right or both-

sided and in terms of token distance (see figure 26).  

 

 
Figure 26: A search result filtered for the normalized form ‘nicht’ in a distance of two tokens in the right context 

 

Using a context filter (also repeatedly, i.e. filtering first for one, then for another item in the 

context, which corresponds to a Boolean and) can thus serve to identify co-occurrences of 

two or more tokens. Items which do not match the filter will not be deleted immediately, but 

only deselected in the concordance. In that way, the effect of a filter can be evaluated (and, 

if necessary, reversed) in a transparent manner. Similarly, the ‘Metadata’ tab can be used to 

filter search results according to properties of the respective speech events or speakers. In an 

analogous manner to the structured metadata query, users can, for instance, specify a 

metadata filter for conversations including male speakers from a certain region.  

A filter type specific to interaction data is implemented in the “Position” tab where the 

user can (before carrying out the actual token query) restrict searches to specific positions in 

the interaction, such as “within n tokens of the beginning/end of a contribution” / “within n 

tokens of a change of speaker” / “inside or immediately before/after an overlap” / “in the 

vicinity of a pause” (see figure 27). Making queries sensitive to the interactive structure of 

the FOLK data is especially useful for investigating phenomena which conversation analysis 

and related fields are interested in. In particular, it enables the study of functional aspects of 

certain items (such as discourse markers) in speakers’ organisation of turn-taking. An exam-

ple would be corpus-guided studies of turn-initiations as described in Heritage (2013). 
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Figure 27: A query for the form ‚oder‘ restricted to the position immediately before a speaker change 

Further operations can be carried out on the KWIC: 

1 A KWIC can be stored in the database for later reuse, i.e. so that the underlying query 

and subsequent manual refinements do not have to be repeated. 

2 KWICs can be printed or exported to text or XML files. We notice that users especially 

value the possibility to export the KWIC in a file that can be further processed by 

spreadsheet applications such as MS Excel. 

3 A random sample of an arbitrary size can be extracted from a KWIC. This is useful for 

obtaining a non-biased excerpt of a large result in order to keep manual inspection 

manageable. 

4 KWICs can be scrambled randomly. 

5 KWICs can be sorted according to any of the available columns. When sorting is ap-

plied to the left or right context column, it can serve to visually identify prominent co-

occurrence patterns. 

6 KWICs can be quantified, giving a concise summary of the number of tokens and types, 

of their combination with selected metadata parameters and of frequencies normalised 

with respect to the amount of data available (see figure 28). 
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Figure 28: Various types of quantification for a search result: general figures (top left), types and tokens (top right), 

result counts relative to the metadata attribute ‘interaction type’ (bottom) 

3.3 Download and Citation 

The DGD’s browsing and query functionality as described in the two previous section ad-

dresses most requirements concerning the discovery of data relevant for a given analysis 

purpose – if it is in the data, the DGD user has a good chance of finding it there. However, 

FOLK (and, in fact, oral corpora in general) captures in its transcriptions and annotations 

only a selected part of the phenomena audible in the recordings, and quite a few phenomena 

that can play a role for linguistic analysis are thus not available for complete analysis inside 

the DGD. Prominent cases in point are prosodic features of speech like intonation and stress 

which are not taken into account in FOLK’s minimal transcriptions. An essential feature of 

the DGD is therefore that it enables the user to go beyond the information captured in the 

existing transcriptions and annotations and beyond the analysis functions offered by the web 

platform by downloading data for relevant excerpts onto a local computer and further pro-

cessing them there.  
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Figure 29: Download of different data types and formats for a transcript excerpt 

 

Different formats are offered for all data types. Metadata can be downloaded as XML or 

HTML, audio as PCM-WAV. Visualisations of transcripts are available, for instance, as 

RTF files for integration into text processing software, and, most importantly, the transcripts 

themselves can be downloaded: 

1 as FOLKER XML files to be further processed (e.g. segmented, retranscribed) with the 

FOLKER or OrthoNormal tools described above, or 

2 as EXMARaLDA XML files to be further processed (e.g. annotated on additional tiers) 

with the EXMARaLDA system, or 

3 as Praat TextGrid to be further processed (e.g. subjected to instrumental phonetic anal-

ysis) with the Praat software (see figure 30), or 

4 as TEI XML conforming to the guidelines of the Text Encoding Initiative and the ISO 

standard "ISO 24624:2016: Language resource management -- Transcription of spoken 

language" to open further possibilities of interoperating with other tools.  
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Figure 30: Audio and transcript excerpt with different visualisations of the audio signal in Praat 

 

Users of the data are thus enabled to re-enter the workflow depicted in figure 1 at the stages 

of transcription or annotation, and the decisions the FOLK project makes in order to reduce 

the annotation effort do not have to result in a principle obstacle for certain types of exploi-

tation of the audio data.  

Finally, the DGD also makes it possible to directly address transcript excerpts via a single 

URL. This is meant to support citations of data, for instance in publications, where readers 

may want to not just read the transcript, but also get back to the audio. As an example, con-

sider the following link which takes a registered user to the transcript excerpt depicted in 

figure 29: 
 

http://dgd.ids-mannheim.de/DGD2Web/ExternalAccessServlet 
?command=displayTranscript&id=FOLK_E_00039_SE_01_T_01_DF_01&cID=c25&wID=w41 

4. Outlooks  
 

The FOLK corpus itself as well as the tools and platform described here are under active 

development. Seven years after the start of the FOLK project, six years after the first full 

versions of the transcription and annotation tools and four years after the launch of the beta 

version of the DGD, we are confident that our workflow for corpus construction and dissem-

ination is effective for our purposes and need not change in any fundamental way in the near 

future.  

Regarding the corpus construction tools, this is corroborated also by the fact that other 

projects have made productive use of the transcription and annotation tools. This includes 

projects independent of FOLK, such as the Hamburg Corpus of Bilingual Language Acqui-

sition (HABLA, Kupisch et al. 2012) or the Last Minute Corpus (Rösner et al. 2012), as well 

as projects with which we have been or are in a close collaboration, such as different ongo-
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ing research and dissertation projects. Typically, in such collaborations, researchers receive 

technical advice from us in return for a part of their transcribed data which we integrate into 

FOLK.  By making the tools themselves freely available, adequately documenting their use 

(through manuals and guidelines) and offering training and support also for external re-

searchers, we hope, in the long run, to be able to motivate more and more colleagues for this 

kind of joint effort. Ideally, the practice surrounding the tools for corpus compilation will 

thus have a measurable effect on the development of the corpus itself, and future extensions 

of FOLK will profit more and more from external contributions.  

The corpus construction workflow has developed gradually, combining existing tools and 

methods (like EXMARaLDA and GAT) wherever possible, extending and adapting them (to 

FOLKER and cGAT, respectively, for instance) wherever necessary. In the long run, an 

obvious option for improvement lies in a tighter integration of the individual components, 

for instance a more direct interfacing of the annotation tools with the instruments for manag-

ing metadata and corpus organisation. Ideally, and following a general trend in this area (see, 

for example, tools like WebAnno in CLARIN, de Castilho et al. 2014), the workflow could 

be remodelled in an integrated web-based environment, meaning that "manual" standalone 

tools for annotation like FOLKER and OrthoNormal would become browser applications in 

a client-server architecture, and that automatic processes like orthographic normalisation 

and POS tagging would be realised as web-services. Such an environment would also make 

it easier to distribute tasks to external partners and, ultimately, make a modest form of 

"crowd sourcing" a realistic option for FOLK. First steps towards implementing components 

of the workflow as web-services have already been taken (see Schmidt et al. 2017). The 

crowd-sourcing aspect for transcriptions is currently explored in a pilot project at the AGD. 

The DGD as the corpus dissemination tool is used not only for FOLK, but also for most 

other spoken language corpora at the Archive for Spoken German (such as large dialect 

corpora, see Stift/Schmidt 2014). The transcriptions of these corpora can be accommodated 

by FOLKER's data model, and typically have a somewhat simpler structure: most of them 

are transcribed orthographically, so there is no need for a second normalisation layer, non-

speech tokens like pauses and non-verbal descriptions play a less prominent role, and the 

interaction structure is often not represented in as much detail (especially regarding over-

laps). The browsing and query mechanisms suitable for FOLK are therefore usually more 

than sufficient also for this other type of data.  

Besides the obligatory maintenance requirements and future extensions of FOLK and 

other corpora in the DGD, we see three areas as prioritized for the development of new 

functionality in the platform: 

1 Since it is becoming more and more common to study spoken language on the basis of 

video data – making it possible to take into account also the embodied dimension of in-

teraction –, the DGD, as a minimum requirement, will have to provide means of ac-

cessing videos in its browsing and query modes. Roughly a third of the FOLK data are 

already available as digital video files, and we plan to integrate these data alongside 

suitable visualisation methods into the DGD in the near future.  

2 An obvious user need when working with the DGD is to save and retrieve virtual cor-

pora, collections and search results not just for individual use, but also for collaborative 
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work involving other users. We are therefore working on mechanisms of sharing such 

data in personal and group workspaces inside the platform. 

3 So far, the platform is ready to exploit annotations only on the token level, which is the 

only type of annotation so far included in FOLK and in all other corpora of the Archive 

for Spoken Language. There are many cases, however, where spoken language tran-

scriptions are annotated on larger segments, for example for pragmatic functions of 

chunks or utterances or for conversation topics of larger stretches of a transcript. As we 

can see already on the occasion of the planned integration of a new resource in the 

DGD – the GeWiss corpus of Academic Speech (Fandrych et al. 2012), which has been 

partly annotated for discourse comments as well as for quotes and references – such 

annotations will have to be accommodated by the data model as well as made accessi-

ble through the browsing and query interfaces.  

 

In principle, we think that the DGD interface could also be usable and useful for spoken 

language corpora constructed or archived in other contexts. Several such resources have 

become available in the last years, such as the ESLO corpus (Eshkol-Taravella 2012) and 

corpora in the CLAPI database (Groupe ICOR, in press) for French, the oral parts of the 

Czech National corpus (Kren 2015) or the Slovene GOS corpus (Verdonik et al. 2013), to 

name just a few. However, in contrast to the situation for annotation tools, where long-

standing development efforts combined with interoperability improvements (see for exam-

ple Schmidt et al. 2008) have led to a fair degree of conversion, we find that Anthony's 

(2009) observation that "[Tools widely used by corpus linguists] all offer a different user-

experience, because each tool is created in isolation and thus offers a different user interface, 

control flow, and functionality" is still largely true for tools providing access to spoken 

language corpora. Technically, the DGD is not ready to be transferred to other contexts, but 

we hope that, in the mid-term, its design can serve as one source of inspiration for an effort 

to develop tools for accessing spoken language corpora that are less bound to a specific 

institutional context. 
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